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Science Song Verse
(to the tune of “Gilligan’s Island Theme”)

I‟m gonna tell a story „bout
How this talk came to be
The means by which I‟m speaking now
At the H-M-S-C
I was sitting in a motel room
This Sunday one p.m.
An email came from Ruth MacDonald
Could I please help them? Could I please help them?
Their speaker scheduled at this hour
Greg Crowther, Ph.D.
Was having travel plans go sour
Uncontrollably. Uncontrollably

A trip made to the east coast led
To something unforeseen
His scheduled talk for here got blown
By Hurricane Irene. Hurricane Irene
So here I stand in front of you
Pinch hitting now for Greg
With silly songs . . .
. . . and lyrics of
. . . some science that is prime . . .
A rhyme or two
For helping you
Get science songs in student minds

Reasons NOT to teach with music
1. Nobody else teaches science with music.
2. Songs are just for rote memorization.
3. There‟s no evidence that songs aid
learning.
4. I don‟t have any content-rich songs.
5. I don‟t have time for songs in my classes.
6. I can‟t sing, and my students can‟t either.
7. My students only listen to rap.
8. I can‟t use song parodies due to copyright
issues.

Nobody else teaches science with music.
• Some of you may already use music
• 1000s of science songs marketed and sold
as learning aids
– SongsForTeaching.com
– MusicallyAligned.com
– Amazon.com

• K-12 examples in the literature
– Dickson & Grant, Phys Educ 38: 320, 2003
– Waters & Straits, Sci Activ 45(1): 23, 2008
– Winter et al., J Food Sci Educ 8: 62, 2009
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“Songs are just for rote memorization”
• Since when is memorization unnecessary?
• There are many other possible mechanisms
by which learning could be enhanced….

There is no evidence that songs aid learning

Mechanism

Relevant literature

Enhancement of
recall

• Music as a mnemonic device (Schulkind 2009)
• Music can evoke strong emotions, which can enhance memory
(Levine & Edelstein 2009)

Stress reduction

• Music can relax stressed-out students (Russell 1992; Savan 1999)
• Lecture-related songs preceding sociology lectures made 75% of
students feel more comfortable (Albers & Bach 2003)

Multimodal
delivery

• Learning is enhanced when material is presented multimodally
(Moreno & Mayer 2007)
• Many different brain regions process musical stimuli (Janata 2009)

Increased
enjoyment

• Students exposed to songs enjoy them (Pye 2004; McLachlin 2009)
• Students spend more time on task if homework is enjoyable
(Wolters & Rosenthal 2000)

In-depth content
exploration

• Revisiting content in an alternative form (e.g., song lyrics) tests
students’ understanding of it (Governor 2011)

Writing to learn
(WTL)

• Students solidify their understanding of material by explaining it in
their own words (Balgopal & Wallace 2009)

Summary of study

Reference

Students who learned jingles in a college statistics class scored
VanVoorhis
better on related test items than students who read definitions.
2002
Scores correlated with jingle familiarity.

Certain subgroups of high school students (those taught by
experienced instructors and those in small classes) scored
higher on food safety knowledge than control groups following
exposure to nine food safety songs.

McCurdy et al.
2008

In a sociology class taught with and without progressive rock
music to illustrate social theory, students scored better on
multiple-choice questions after exposure to the music.

Ahlkvist 2001

In a large biochemistry course, 44% of students found “The
Histone Song” helpful as a study aid, while only 11% found it
unhelpful. In smaller courses on biology for engineers, 86% of
students rated songs as at least somewhat enjoyable, and 68%
rated them as at least somewhat helpful to learning.

Crowther 2006;
McLachlin 2009

Greg‟s anonymous survey of 36 students
To what extent did you enjoy the songs used in this course?
57%
29%
11%
00%
03%

“I enjoyed them greatly.”
“I enjoyed them somewhat.”
“I did not enjoy them, but I did not mind them.”
“I disliked them.”
“I don’t know / don’t remember.”

Did the songs used in this course help you learn the material?
11%
57%
31%
00%
00%

“They helped a lot.”
“They helped somewhat.”
“They neither helped nor hindered my learning.”
“They hindered my learning.”
“I don’t know / don’t remember.”

Comments from student surveys
• “The fact that you would do live
performances personally showed me
your dedication and enthusiasm for
the class, which also helped
encourage mine.”
• “Not only did it get the class
involved, but it made learning cell
bio (which kicked my butt) a lot
more fun.”
• “The songs were hilarious (I tried my best to come on time just to
hear them).”

Comments on other singing teachers
“I know whenever I hear her songs it‟ll spark a light
that‟ll remind me of the corresponding lesson. Plus,
it always starts my toe tapping and puts a smile on
my face!”
-- former student of Beth Cook Vernon
bethsrockcollection.com

“My attention was never lost due to your unique
teaching style…. I was able to memorize the first 30
elements of the Periodic Table by putting them to [a]
tune.”
-- former student of Warren Phillips
wphillips.com

“I don‟t have any content-rich songs.”

Metabolic Melodies Link

beach

Search results for keyword “beach”

Examples of SingAboutScience.org database searches

Keyword

# of hits

Example song

beach

17

“Submarine Beaches” by Richard Alley (college professor),
to the tune of “Yellow Submarine”

coral reef

5

“200 Meters Down” by Lodge McCammon

gills

14

“I’m a Sole Man” by Bill Nye, to the tune of “Soul Man”

salinity

3

“Water Functions” by Songs of Higher Learning

shark

15

“Shark’s in the House” by Bungee Jumpin’ Cows

tide

8

“Sun, Earth, Moon” by Rhythm Rhyme Results

tsunami

2

“Crust Rolls Up” by Mr. Parr (6th grade teacher), to the tune
of “Roll Up” by Wiz Khalifa

water cycle

29

“On Goes the Water Cycle” by J.P. Taylor (5th-grade teacher)

“Submarine Beaches”
by Richard Alley
(Dept. of Geology, Penn State)
with J. Lennon and P. McCartney
(Dept. of Coleopterology, UK)

CHORUS:
We need more sand or the beach will wash away,
Beach will wash away, beach will wash away.
It guards the land and the beach can wash away,
Beach can wash away, beach can wash away.

Near the town where we were born
There‟s an ocean, not far away
And you know when rocks get worn
They make sand for beaches where we play

All the waves move sand about
Mostly in and then right back out
Some will drift along the shore
Crashing winter breakers take out more

Suppose you ride down to the shore
Just to while away a summer day
Splash no beach there anymore
Could that happen here?
What would you say?

If sand falls too deep it‟s gone
Down into the subduction zone
And it may take ten million years
Eruptions, weathering,
„Til new sand appears

CHORUS

CHORUS, etc.

“I don’t have time for songs in my classes.”

• Some songs are freely available online;
just give students the links.
• Homework assignment: challenge
students to create their own songs!
Image: bananaslugs.bandcamp.com

“I can‟t sing, and my students can‟t either.”
• Enthusiasm >> talent
• Create an environment supportive of creative risktaking
• Enlist musical colleagues
• Raps = no need for melody
• Students can work in groups and divide tasks
according to interest and ability
– 1 person supervises writing of lyrics
– 1 person supervises music/accompaniment
– 1 person supervises costumes or visuals
creightonprep.creighton.edu

Reinforcing content via musical arrangements
Example: the water cycle

• many songs have a chorus that recite the steps…
condensation

evaporation

precipitation

• but your song could list them twice in a row to convey
that this is a CYCLE, not simply a 3-step process

Grading rubrics
• Give to students in advance to address their fears, etc.

• Example: Waters & Straits, Science Activities 45(1): 23, 2008
– Assignment to upper-elementary students: write a song about rocks
– 1 to 4 scale for the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scientific information
Vocabulary
Grammar and spelling
Rhythm and flow
Stage presence
Penmanship

• Bottom line: grading student compositions can be done fairly

Example of a student composition
• Goal: summarize transport of organelles in squid axons

• Undergrad song: “Your Axon is a Wonderland”
• (to the tune of John Mayer‟s “Your Body is a
Wonderland”)
• First verse:
They‟ve got the giant axon
It has no membrane on
And one thing that‟s left to do
Discover that the particles move….

• Chorus includes “I‟ll use my microscope” instead of “I‟ll
use my hands”

“My students only listen to rap.”
• Educational rap songs do
exist
• Rap is uniquely suited to
covering lots of material
quickly
• Let students compose in
any genre they want, as
long as they get the science
right?

“I can’t use song parodies due to copyright issues.”

United States Copyright Act of 1976 defines “fair use” according 4 four factors:
•the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial
nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes
•the nature of the copyrighted work
•the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as
a whole
•the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work

Bottom line: Adapting popular songs for classroom use should generally be
OK.

Reasons NOT to teach with music?

Reasons to teach with music!

1. Nobody else teaches science with
music.

1. Others do teach science with music.

2. Songs are just for rote
memorization.

2. Songs are for rote memorization and
much more.

3. There’s no evidence that songs aid 3. There’s preliminary evidence that songs
learning.
aid learning.
4. I can find content-rich songs using
4. I don’t have any content-rich songs.
SingAboutScience.org.
5. I don’t have time for songs in my
classes.

5. Songs can deliver content outside of class.

6. I can’t sing, and my students can’t
either.

6. Singers and non-singers can work in
teams.

7. My students only listen to rap.

7. My students can listen to science raps.

8. I can’t use song parodies due to
copyright issues.

8. I can use song parodies despite copyright
issues.

Reasons to teach with music: another perspective
Instructor’s goal

Comments

Impart enthusiasm
for material

If a topic inspires someone to sing about it, it must be
important and interesting – right?

Emphasize a point

If the instructor bursts into song unexpectedly,
students will NOT forget that.

Express solidarity
with students

Making music with students may convey that the
students and teacher are working together toward
common goals.

Improve attendance

Students may come to class to witness the spectacle
of live song performances.

Improve promptness

Beginning classes with music may motivate students
to come on time.
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Fishy Tales
(to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It, Clap Your Hands”)
Copyright © 2011 Indira Rajagopal

There are lots and lots of fishes in the sea
And in rivers and all places watery
They have gills and they have scales
Quite unlike the mighty whales,
Which are mammals, just the same as you and me.
Some fishes like to swim around in schools
In oceans, lakes or even little pools.
They can make a tight-knit team
Like a single silver gleam
As they synch and swim according to the rules.

Reefs are found where water‟s shallow, warm and clear
And multicolored fish dart there and here
Where anemones abound
That‟s where Nemo can be found
You can see it if you use your scuba gear.

If you‟d like to learn a nifty fact or two
Concerning fish and what they like to do
Take your questions in a list
To an ich-thy-ologist
So that you‟ll become a fishy expert, too.

Under The Ocean
(to the tune of “Over the Rainbow”)
Copyright © 2011 Kevin Ahern

Way down under the ocean
Manta rays
Swim like
Birds flapping wings
Deep down in the waterways
Urchins, starfish and mussels
In the seas
Sharing
Their living spaces
With sea anemones
The schools of fishes swim along
Beneath the choppy waters in ideal times
The octopus with arms of eight
Can fold them as it lies in wait
To have its meal-time

Seals can play in cold water
Most extreme
Salmon
Grow and await their
Chances to swim upstream
Children always respect the
Sea biomes
We must clean up our messes
As we would in our homes

„Cuz if we ruin ocean shores
Its life forms will not be there an-y-more

Contact information

crowther@u.washington.edu (Greg)
ahernk@onid.orst.edu (Kevin)
http://www.singaboutscience.org/
http://www.davincipress.com/metabmelodies.html
… or just Google us!

YouTube Videos
• I Lost a Lung
• Around the Nucleus
• Hemoglobin's Moving Around

About Greg
Research • muscle physiology (grad school)
• metabolism of non-pathogenic bacteria (postdoc)
• biochemistry of tropical disease parasites (now)
Teaching • 1 year at a small college
• 3 years at U. of Washington (part-time)
• guest lectures for high-school students
Music

• wrote science songs in grad school for fun
• taught with them after graduating
• creator of free online science song database

About Kevin
• Senior Instructor at Oregon State U.
• Writer of biochemistry and science songs
- over 100 songs based on popular tunes
- many are published in Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology Education
- lyrics and recordings freely available at
http://davincipress.com/metabmelodies.html

